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Introduction

• Although, such software tools and applications are often
built to advance scientific understanding, cybersecurity is
mostly neglected. However, given the increasing
commercialization of genomic technologies and the
sensitivity of data, there is a need to implement and
maintain security around biomedical data.

• Cyberbiosecurity identifies and reduces security risks to life
sciences, information sciences, and agriculture.

• Determining the cyberbiosecurity vulnerabilities and
resilience can help forge a flexible and defensive approach
to mitigate risks both economically and effectively. We will
explore the common vulnerabilities present in the field of
genomic data science and map these vulnerabilities to
potential security risks which would aid to develop an
assessment framework to mitigate cyber-attacks.
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changing-role-dna-plays-justice-system

Cyberbiosecurity Vulnerabilities

• A genome is an organism's complete set
of DNA. A human genome is uniquely
arranged to provide fundamental anatomy
and individual characteristics.

• Genomic data science is rapidly moving
towards digitization. Scientists utilize
software tools and apps to sequence,
synthesize, analyze, publish, and
store genetic data in shared datastores.

Insufficient cyberbiosecurity 

risk-mitigation techniques and 

lack of worldwide standards.

Ignorance of the fact how fast 

genomic data science is moving 

towards digitization and the 

security risks associated with it. 

Amount of publicly accessible 

sequencing data available in 

data repositories with minimal 

cyber-security protection. 

Lack of awareness about 

potential depictions of new 

threats and risks to patient and 

public health. 

Attack on biological systems and 

software with direct patient impact 

through production of drugs and 

discovery of biomarkers.

Potential of attack to corrupt 

genetic analysis technologies 

and data with high camouflage 

potential.
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Industries at Risk
• Biomedical Sciences Industry

• Healtcare Sector

• Pharmaceutical Sector

• Agriculture Sector

• Manufacturing Sector
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